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COVID 19: Earning livelihood becomes tough to the Migrants   Rag pickers and daily wagers 
everywhere . 
Sahyog Foundation continues its efforts in helping the migrant workers and daily wage earners. 
The migrant labourers and the daily wage earners have been living with difficulties due to the 
lockdown.  
 
Sahyog Foundation came forward and contributed funds with spreading smile ngo in this noble 
cause. On June 2nd Dry ration was distributed to 250 families living in Nathupur slums courtesy 
SAHYOG Foundation in association with NGO SPREADING SMILES. Ration was distributed  to the 
dwellers with the help of Ngo teachers and volunteers  
 
With the rapid increase of the COVID 19 positive cases in the capital, the residents especially 
the people living in the J J clusters are in dilemma.  
Special care was taken through sensitization on social distancing, Hygiene and safety measures. 
Our main aim is to ease the distress of marginalized individuals under the lockdown. They 
neither are able to go back to the respective villages nor are able to earn their livelihood 
properly in the city.  
The residents of Nathupur slum areas are mainly rag pickers, daily wage earners, domestic 
helpers, E-rickshaw drivers, rickshaw pullers, daily labourers and all of them are the worst 
sufferers in COVID 19 situation. Spreading Smiles has been active in the area of JJ clusters, 
Nathupur from years as the organization is running various community development activities, 
education program for children and adolescents and extending help to the elderly.  
 
The organization has been reaching out door to door and very much familiar with the people 
there. In their every need, the people contact the NGO and the volunteers facilitate them to get 
connected with the concerned offices and officers. Now in this crisis situation They gets 
numbers of calls every day from the community for the help like ration, children’s need and 
other necessities.  
To respond their calls, NGO volunteers reach out to them, address their needs and provide 
required help. 
We extend our sincere thanks to Dr Dhingra from Bringing Smile for helping us so that we can 
help them. The distribution of the ration would not have been possible without the support. 
We are also thanking the Volunteers for their ground support in organizing the relief camp 
following the social distance as announced by the government. 
 
Seema Khurana 
CSR Lead & activist  
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